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TAPCO ABUTMENT VENT FIXING INSTRUCTIONS 
Image 1PACK AS REQUIRED Image 2

STOP UNDERLAY HERE TO
PROVIDE 7 TO 10MM AIRGAP

1. Prior to installation, check a suitable air gap and
supporting batten for the Abutment Vent is present between 
the top course of tiles and wall. Depending on the tile type,
additional packing may be required to support and secure
the Abutment Vent.

2. Starting at the end of the roof, position the first Abutment 
Vent so its edge is level with the edge of the tile. Ensure the 
vent is parallel to the wall and the front edge of the Abutment 
Vent sits on the tile/slates and will accommodate the flashing 
illustrated in 'Image 1' shown left. Fix the Abutment Vent in 
place as shown using 30mm galvanised round head nails.

Image 3 Image 4

3. Ensure the slate/tiles are free from dust and remove the
protection strip from the butyl strip to the underside of the
front edge of the Abutment Vent and adhere the front edge 
to the slate/tile.

4. Moving left to right, fit the subsequent Abutment Vent by 
butting it to the fitted vent and repeating the fitting sequence 
until the full top abutment of the roof is completed. The last 
Abutment Vent will most likely need to be cut to ensure it 
finishes flush with the edge of the tiles.

5. Bring down the flashing from the wall on to the top face of the Abutment Vent, terminating it behind the ridge of the 
forming above the ventilation grille. Tuck the flashing behind the pre-fitted clips to help prevent the lead lifting. Ensure 
the wall flashing covers the open ends of the vent to prevent insect and weather ingress.


